The Plant Breeding and Genetics Graduate Program at Michigan State University

Presents a Symposium On

**Functional and Structural Genomics**

Saturday, December 11, 2004
9:30 am – 4:00 pm
1415 BioMedical & Physical Sciences Building – Michigan State University

**Symposium Description**

The 2004 Symposium on Plant Breeding and Genetics brings together four internationally recognized researchers in the fields of reproduction in a one-day event with numerous opportunities for interaction with PBG program participation and others.

**Speakers**

**Ray Ming**
Plant Molecular Geneticist
Hawaii Agriculture Research Center

**Lila O. Vodkin**
Professor of Plant Molecular Biology
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**J. Steve Gantt**
Associate Professor of Plant Molecular Biology
University of Minnesota

**Dina St. Clair**
Associate Professor of Vegetable Crops
University of California

**Poster Session**

A poster session and open reception for the speakers will immediately follow the talks. Light refreshments will be served. Program participants who wish to present a research poster (4’X 4’) are invited to do so. Graduate students and faculty associated with the Plant Breeding and Genetics Program are particularly encouraged to participate. Please email poster title to Kristi (collett1@msu.edu) no later than December 5, 2004.

The Symposium is open to MSU faculty, staff, and students, as well as members of the East Lansing/Lansing community and researchers from neighboring institutions. Admittance is complimentary, and there is no requirement for preregistration.